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wage ;;ar with fewer resources and with much slighter
hope of success, or else be engulfed under a wave of
Soviet tyranny . Since they would certainly have chosen
war rather than slavery, a third world war in those
circumstances i-lould have been inevitable .

To the infantryman slogging over the muddy fields
of Korea, it may seem odd to hear someone say that his
mission is to prevent a third world war . He may well
be forgiven for . not seeing very much difference between
a world'war and the bloody business in which he'is now
engaged . I certainly sympathize with that view . But
it is necessary to remember that in the present
circumstances a new vrorld war will be very different
from the campaign now being fought in Korea . It would
be an atomic war which would result in the death of
hundreds of thousands of people at one stroke, and which
vaould leave the earth pockmarked and infected with
radioactivity for years to come, even if it did not, as
is conceivable, result in something far worse . That is
the nightmare 'vie are tryinS by every means in our power to
avoid . When viewed in that light I believe that our
soldiers in Korea, and the soldiers from other countries
of the United Nations, i•rill see that their task, however
disagreeable and dangerous it may be, is supremely worth-
while .

A Definition of "Communism "

. . .Communism is a dogma, a type of society and a
military danger--all three . The dogma has influenced the
type of society which has been crea ted in Russia, in other
Cominform countries and in China . The totalitarian nature
of :3oviet .society has facilitated, and perhaps even
necessitated, acts of ag -;ression . But communism as a
dogma, I repeat once again, in my view,'cannot be destroyed
in Korea or elsewhere by military means . If we think it
can, and if we think it should be attempted, we should have
intervened in Czechoslovakia when the communists took over
there. Such armed intervention at that time, however, or
in Greece, or in connection with the Berlin blockade, could
have and would have received no sanction of any kind from
the United Nations . Communism as a dogma must be fought
with other weapons and in other ways . But when its noxious
doctrines, and when its perverted form of society takes arms
and commits aggression against other peoples, then we must
answer the communists with collective action including, when
it can be rade effective, collective rdilitary action ; and
that is t;hat we are doing in Korea today .

What we are fighting in Korea and what we may have to
fight in other parts of the world is what William Pitt the
younger called "armed opinions", but armed opinions which
have expressed themselves in armed aggression . I therefore
hope that it will now be understood what I mean when I say
that the United Nations' objective in Korea is not, by arms,
to fight communism as an idea . Our objective there is to
offer successful resistance to communist aggression and
thereby to prevent, ive hope, a third world war .

The Great Debat e

. . .1'lhat can we do about the present situation in Korea? . .
At the present time the advantages of two alternative methods
are being urged. This is, indeed, the great debate . On the


